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and provides fine-grained access control using defined policies and constraints. Location

Location-based services

of a device is one of the contextual policies, which is used to improve data security, au-

Dynamic location

thenticate user and provide access to services and useful information. However, unlike other

Location anonymity

policies and attributes used in attribute-based encryption, location attribute is an intrinsic

Attribute-based encryption

dynamic attribute. In this paper, we investigate providing Location-Based Services (LBSs) for

Outsourcing

attribute-based access control in mobile cloud. More specifically, we propose a multiauthority attribute-based access control scheme to support coexistence of authorities, provide
anonymity of users and protect their identity against malicious authorities. The proposed
scheme uses dynamic location of mobile users as contextual information about those users,
employs location range constraints as a policy in attribute-based encryption and authorizes users with dynamic locations satisfying access policies. The proposed attributebased encryption is integrated with proxy re-encryption to (a) transform secret information
received from different authorities and protect users’ identities from disclosure to cloud
server, and (b) outsource the computation to a cloud server with unlimited computational
power. This results in achieving more efficiency and reducing the computation cost on
resource-constrained mobile users.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

In some applications of mobile cloud, Location-Based Services
(LBSs) are popular services provided by mobile devices and
remote servers, in which users gain access to features (e.g.
health, indoor object search, entertainment, work, personal life
(Guo et al., 2008, 2012)) depending on their geographic location. LBSs adopt Data as a Service (DaaS) model (Hu et al., 2013);
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they are accessible by mobile devices, through the mobile
network, and make use of the geographic positions of these
devices.
In location-based services, location of a device represents
one of the most important contextual information about that
device and its owner; it is exploited to improve data security,
and to support access to services and information provided by
the cloud for mobile users. Indeed, by integrating access control
mechanisms with conditions based on the physical position
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of users, we can improve data security and immune users data
against unauthorized accesses and disclosures. Furthermore,
in some applications, we need this information to provide convenient services for mobile users based on their positions (e.g.
social networking as an entertainment service which uses information on the geographical position of the mobile device).
The main challenge of location-based access control is the
release of information only to authorized users satisfying predefined conditions; this is called fine-grain access control. In
traditional access control approaches, to provide secure finegrained access control and limit the release of information to
authorized users, data owners should encrypt data for each
user, which imposes high computational overhead. AttributeBased Encryption (ABE) technique is a promising approach to
achieve fine-grained access control (Goyal et al., 2006; Sahai
and Waters, 2005). It provides access control over encrypted
data using defined access policies and assigned set of attributes embedded in ciphertexts and secret keys. In particular,
Ciphertext Policy ABE (CP-ABE) provides access such that encrypted data can be decrypted only by a user possessing a set
of attributes. Thus, based on access policy embedded in ciphertext, different users are able to access different pieces of
information based on the attributes they are assigned. Since
ABE encrypts data without exact knowledge of receivers, it is
suitable for large-scale systems.
Providing fine-grained access control for attribute-based encryption requires issuing different attributes for each user. Since
each authority issues a bunch of attributes for each user, the
employed ABE (CP-ABE) should support coexistence of multiple authorities. Multi-Authority ABE (MA-ABE) (Jiang et al., 2016;
Jung et al., 2015; Lewko and Waters, 2011; Li et al., 2016; Yang
and Jia, 2014) is more appropriate for location-based access
control for cloud, as users hold attributes issued by different
authorities. Moreover, in MA-ABE, instead of issuing a secret
key by a single authority, each authority issues part of the key
corresponding to a bunch of attributes it is responsible for.
Hence, it can protect identity and provide anonymity of users.
Using MA-ABE in the context of LBSs introduces several challenges including (1) location anonymity: mobile users should
not be traceable while using LBSs; (2) dynamic location update:
locations of mobile users change over time; MA-ABE should
support the dynamic update of location and key related to that
location attribute; and (3) computational overhead on mobile
devices (users): the execution of the scheme should not impose
high computation cost on mobile users with limited resources.

to support coexistence of multiple authorities, protect the
identity of users against each authority and reduce the computation overhead on resource-constrained mobile users.
• Dynamic location updating of mobile users: Since the location is an attribute which should be dynamically updated,
each time the location of a mobile user changes, the entire
secret key of that user must be changed. Hence, we propose
an efficient location updating method for mobile users
without changing their entire secret keys.
• Location privacy for mobile users: To provide location privacy,
we incorporate MA-ABE with comparative attribute-based
encryption (Wang et al., 2015)1 and proxy re-encryption to
(a) simultaneously support location constraint (modeled as
range policies) as well as other constraints (modeled as
regular policies) in MA-ABE, and (b) transform secret information received from authorities such that cloud server
would not be able to recognize users and their locations
(even if all authorities collaborate).
• Low computational overhead on mobile users: Due to computation overhead, imposed by pairing operations in the
decryption, ABE is not suitable for mobile cloud. To solve
this problem, the proposed PPLBAC integrates MA-ABE with
proxy re-encryption (Lai et al., 2013; Tysowski and Hasan,
2013) and offline big data processing mechanism (Fernandez
et al., 2015; Rathore et al., 2015) and provides a new method
to (a) outsource costly computational pairing operations in
the decryption of MA-ABE to cloud server, (b) perform (offline
just one time) the static part of computations at registration time and (c) perform the dynamic part of computations
at access time.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work suitable for dynamic location-based access control in mobile cloud
to achieve multi-authority and fine-grained access control,
provide dynamic anonymous and unforgeable location and
support confidentiality of users without imposing significant
computational overhead on mobile devices. We also formally
define and prove selective security of the proposed PPLBAC
against chosen plaintext attacks. Finally, we evaluate PPLBAC
to show its feasibility for location-based access control in mobile
cloud.

1.2.

Organization

In this paper, aiming to address the above challenges, we
propose a new Privacy Preserving Location-Based Access Control
(PPLBAC) scheme for mobile clouds. The proposed PPLBAC provides the following properties:

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the literature review related to our work. Section 3
presents some preliminaries. Section 4 discusses the system
and security models. Section 5 describes the proposed scheme.
Section 6 analyzes the security of the proposed PPLBAC and
Section 7 evaluates its performance. Finally, Section 8 concludes the whole paper.

• Confidentiality of stored data: We propose a fine-grained
access control mechanism which provides access to encrypted data for authorized users satisfying predefined static
and dynamic conditions.
• User anonymity protection against authorities: The proposed PPLBAC exploits secret sharing mechanism to share
secret between authorities and provides a novel approach

1
The Boolean formulas that Wang et al. (2015) support has more
restrictive format (conjunctions of atomic formulas). Furthermore, it cannot support range attributes and regular attributes
simultaneously.

1.1.

Contributions
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2.

Related work

Providing privacy preserving location-based services for mobile
users while interacting with Location Service Provider (LSP), has
two different aspects: (a) query privacy, which concerns the disclosure of sensitive information about the service query and
(b) location privacy, which concerns the disclosure and misuse
of location information of users (Pan et al., 2012). Location
privacy is achieved using two approaches: (a) adding noise to
location (e.g. expanding user’s location (Domingo-Ferrer, 2006)
or generating multiple decoys at different locations (Yiu et al.,
2008)); and (b) using the intermediate Trusted Third Party (TTP)
between users and LSP (Lien et al., 2013; Shin et al., 2010). The
first approach, which is TTP-free approach, causes redundancy while adding noise to location (Peng et al., 2014). In the
second approach, which is based on TTP, an anonymizer, acting
as an intermediary between the users and LSP, deletes the personal information of the users from the queries, hides the
locations of the users, and filters false answers from LSP. In
particular, it replaces the real location of each user by a cloaking area, in which, at least K users are located. Thus, the user’s
location is indistinguishable from K − 1 other users’ locations (K-anonymity). This approach has some drawbacks
including the exposure of exact locations of users by a malicious anonymizer, the continuous update of exact locations of
users to compute cloaking area by anonymizer, and the revealing of the approximate location of users specially for lowdense areas (Schlegel et al., 2015).
Only a few privacy preserving techniques have been proposed for location-based access control in mobile cloud. In
(Androulaki et al., 2014), the authors proposed a scheme based
on the traditional access control in which the servers are
trusted. The scheme uses onion encryption to increase the security and decrease trust level on servers; it also adds an
encryption layer to model the time. To provide fine-grained
access control, the data owner should encrypt data for each
user causing high computation cost. Moreover, to support
dynamic location update, a data owner should encrypt data
corresponding to different eligible locations and times of access,
causing further computation cost. In (Shao et al., 2014), the
authors used ciphertext policy anonymous attribute-based encryption (Li et al., 2009) to provide location privacy,
confidentiality of location-based service data and defined access
policy. They assumed unlimited computational capacity for a
cloud server and imposed high computational overhead on the
server (exhaustive search on key space corresponding to a given
location range). In their scheme, the location of a user is declared by that user, while a malicious user may cheat the
location to get access to services he is not authorized to. Moreover, the authors assume that LSP, which provides location
services, plays also the role of data owner that defines access
policy and encrypts data. In (Zhu et al., 2013), the authors proposed a scheme, based on comparison-based encryption (Zhu
et al., 2012), to construct a special-temporal predicate-based
encryption by means of secure integer comparison. In their
scheme, if a coarse location is not sufficiently dense, the scheme
will not support required level of anonymity. Moreover, since
the location of a device is declared by that device, a malicious user can cheat the location and get access to services

he is not authorized to. Similar to (Shao et al., 2014), this scheme
assumes that LSP plays also the role of data owner.
Therefore, existing location-based access control schemes
suffer from several drawbacks: (1) high computational overhead on data owners to enforce access policies and encrypt
data for each user (Androulaki et al., 2014); (2) declaring fake
location by malicious users and getting ineligible access to services and information (Shao et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2013); (3)
breaking the location privacy of mobile users when the coarse
locations are not sufficiently dense (Zhu et al., 2013); and (4)
giving the role of data owner, that defines access policy and
encrypts data, and LSP, that provides location services, to the
same entity (Shao et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2013).
To address the above mentioned issues, we propose a new
Privacy Preserving Location-Based Access Control (PPLBAC) scheme.
The proposed PPLBAC supports location privacy, location
unforgeability, confidentiality of stored data, users’ anonymity against authorities and dynamic location update without
imposing significant computational and communication overhead on mobile devices.

3.

Preliminaries

In this section, first we briefly introduce composite order bilinear group. Next, we present Multi-Dimensional Range Derivation
Functions (MDRDF). Finally, we give background information on
tree access structure used to design the scheme.

3.1.

Composite order bilinear map

Definition 1. (Composite Order Bilinear Map Group System
(Boneh and Franklin, 2001; Boneh et al., 2005)). Let p, q, p′, q′,
s1 and s2 be secret large primes, N = pq be the public RSA
modulus, s = s1s2, n′ = p′q′ and n = sn′ be secret, G and G T be
two cyclic bilinear groups of composite order n = sn′, α and β
be two random exponents in Z , and e : G × G → G T be a bilinear map with the following properties:
• Bilinearity: ∀g0, g1 ∈ G : e (gα0 , g1β ) = e (g0, g1 ) .
• Non-degeneracy: e (g0, g1 ) ≠ 1 .
• Computability: ∀g0, g1 ∈ G , there is an efficient algorithm to
compute e(g0, g1).
αβ

We refer to the tuple S N = ( N = pq, G, G T, e ) as RSA-type bilinear map group system of composite order n = sn′.
Proposition 1. Let G s and G n′ denote subgroups of order s and
n′ = p′q′ in G respectively. For g ∈G s and h ∈ G n′ , e(g, h) is the identity element in G T .
Proof. Let ω be a generator for G . ωn′ and ωs are generators
for G s and G n′ respectively. Hence, there exist k1 and k2, such
k1
k2
that g = (ω n′ ) and h = (ω s ) . Thus,

(

e (g, h) = e (ω n′ ) , (ω s )
□

k1

k2

) = e (ω

k1

, ω k2 )

sn′

=1
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3.2.

Multi-dimensional range derivation functions

The idea of multi-dimensional derivation functions is using
“one-way” property, to represent the total ordering relation of
integers; this means that for the two upper and lower bound
integer values (li, j, li,k ) and (li′, j, li′,k ) of possible attribute ranges
over attribute Ai ∈A and two corressponding cryptographic
values v{li, j,li,k } and v{li′, j,li′,k } , if li, j ≤ li′, j and li,k ≥ li′,k , then it is easy
to compute v{li′, j,li′,k } from v{li, j,li,k } , while the reverse is hard (Wang
et al., 2015).
Let G n′ be a multiplicative group of composite order n′ = p′q′,
φ be a random generator in group G n′ , where φn′ = 1, {λi, μi }Ai ∈A
be the set of large random elements λi and µi in Z*n′ , which are
relatively prime to other elements in {λi, μi }Ai ∈A , U = {li, j, li,k }Ai ∈A
be the set of all lower and upper bounds for each attribute
Ai ∈A , ψ : U→V be an order-preserving cryptographic
mapping of U to a set of cryptographic values V of the form
v{li, j,li,k }
(a cryptographical value reflecting the integer
Ai ∈A
values of range bounds over each attribute Ai ∈A ) and z be a
maximum integer value that an element in U can have. Then,
we define the mapping function ψ(.) to map the integer set U
into V as follows:

v{li, j,li,k }

Ai ∈A

=ψ

({l

, li,k }Ai ∈A

i, j

⎛ ∏
= ⎜ϕ
⎝

)

li , j z − l
λ μ i ,k
Ai ∈A i
i

⎞
⎟⎠ ∈ G n′

Accordingly, multi-dimensional range derivation function
is defined as follows:
Definition 2. (Multi-Dimensional Range Derivation Function
(Wang et al., 2015)). A function F : V → V based on set U is
defined as a multi-dimension range derivation function if it
satisfies the following conditions:

Fig. 1 – F ( v { li , j,li ,k } ) = v { li′ , j,li′ ,k } , if (li , j , li ,k ) ⊆ ( li′, j , li′,k ) .

Fig. 2 – F ( v { li ,k,li , j } ) = v { li′ ,k,li′ , j } , if ( li′, j , li′,k ) ⊆ (li , j , li ,k ).

3.3.

Tree access structure

To enforce fine-grained access control and describe encryption policy, we adapt a tree access structure, definded in
(Bethencourt et al., 2007), to our scheme. Let Au be a user’s
set of attributes, T be a tree with root R representing an access
structure, T x be a sub-tree of T rooted at node x, att(x) denotes
the attribute associated with the leaf node x, numx be the
number of child nodes of non-leaf node x, kx be a threshold
value 0 ≤ kx ≤ numx. Then, node x is assigned a true value if at
least kx child nodes of x have been assigned true value. Particularly, the node becomes an OR gate when kx = 1 and an AND
gate when kx = numx.
Definition 3. (Satisfying a Tree Access Structure). If user’s attribute set Au satisfies the tree access structure T or the node
x, we denote it as T ( Au ) = 1 or T x ( Au ) = 1 respectively. T x ( Au )
can be calculated recursively as follows: If x is a leaf node, then
T x ( Au ) is equal to 1 if and only if att ( x ) ∈Au . If x is a non-leaf
node, then T x ( Au ) is equal to 1 when at least kx child nodes
of x returns 1. T ( Au ) = 1 if and only if T R ( Au ) = 1 .

• Easy to compute: the function F can be computed in a
polynomial-time, i.e. if li, j ≤ li′, j and li,k ≥ li′,k , ∀Ai ∈ A , then

(

)

v{li′, j ,li′,k } ∀Ai ∈A = F{li, j ≤li′, j,li,k ≥li′,k } ∀Ai ∈A v{li, j,li,k }∀Ai ∈A ;

4.

• Hard to invert: it is infeasible for any Probabilistic Polynomial Time (PPT) algorithm to compute v{li′, j,li′,k } from v{li, j,li,k } if
li, j > li′, j or li,k < li′,k .
Specifically, F(.) can be expressed as follows:

(

v{li′, j,li′,k } = F{li, j ≤li′, j,li,k ≥li′,k } v{li, j,li,k }

(

= v{li, j,li,k }

)∏

li , j z − l
λ μ i ,k ⎞
⎛
= ⎜ϕ ∏ i i ⎟
⎝
⎠

= ϕ∏

)

li′, j − li , j li ,k − li′,k
λ
μ
i
i

li′, j z − l′
λ μ i ,k
i
i

l′ − li , j li ,k − li′,k
μ
i

∈ G n′.

Fig. 1 shows that the function F maps v{li, j,li,k }

Ai ∈A

to v{li′, j,li′,k }A ∈A ,
i

if range relation (li, j, li,k ) ⊆ (li′, j, li′,k ) is designated. In the case that
range relation (li′, j, li′,k ) ⊆ (li, j, li,k ) is designated, we just need to
use v{li,k,li, j }Ai ∈A and v{li′,k,li′, j }Ai ∈A instead of v{li, j,li,k }
respectively (see Fig. 2).

In this section, we first present the system model and its architecture. Then, we describe the threat model and security
assumptions about the entities in that architecture. Next, we
describe the framework of the scheme and its functional model.
Finally, we define the security model used for security analysis of our scheme.

4.1.

∏ λii, j

Ai ∈A

and v{li′, j,li′,k }A ∈A
i

System and security models

System model

In the architecture used in PPLBAC, there are four entities (see
Fig. 3): K Attribute Authorities (AAi) including Location Service Provider (LSP), User (U), Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and Data Owner
(DO). Attribute authorities AAi (1 ≤ i ≤ K , including LSP) collaborate to issue a set of public parameters and generate sets of
secret keys and delegation keys for mobile users according to
their attributes. DO defines access policy containing location
range constraints, encrypts data based on that policy and
uploads it to CSP. Each attribute authority AAi, independent of
other authorities, is responsible for managing a set of attributes for mobile users in its domain. More specifically, LSP is
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Fig. 3 – Architecture of the system (LSP: Location Service Provider, U: User, AAi: i-th Attribute Authority, CSP: Cloud Service
Provider, DO: Data Owner).

responsible for managing dynamic contextual attributes for
mobile users including location and time of access attempt.
Users send their query including location and time of access
attempt provided by LSP beside other attributes, issued by other
attribute authorities, to CSP. CSP defines real-time time of access.
If time of access attempt falls in the same slot as time of access,
CSP will be able to partially decrypt data (based on attributes
embedded in access request and access policy associated with
ciphertext) to outsource computation cost of decryption. It generates responses and sends them back to users. Finally,
authorized users will be able to decrypt the received data.

4.2.

Threat model

In the threat model used in LBSs, CSPs are assumed to be honest
but curious in practice (Yu et al., 2010). That means that CSPs
will faithfully follow the proposed scheme, but can launch
passive attacks to get as much secret information as possible. Hence, the data stored in the cloud should remain
encrypted all the time and any required transformation should
not reveal the plaintext in the process. Users who want to
receive LBSs, while keeping their location information secret,
may be malicious, forge their real locations and collude to escalate access rights to get services not entitled to them. Attribute
authorities AAi (1 ≤ i ≤ K ) are assumed to be semi-honest in the
sense that they will not collude all together and the system
can tolerate compromising at most ( K − 2 ) of them. Each AAi
is in charge of a subset of the whole attribute set and, for each
attribute that it is in charge of, it knows the exact information of the key requester. Hence, by aggregating this information
from all authorities, the complete attribute set of the key requester is recovered and thus his identity will be disclosed to
all authorities. LSP, which provides location access right for each
user and knows location information of each user, is assumed
to be honest. We assume that the communication channels are
secure and packets are untraceable when queries and information are transmitted on these channels. This assumption

can be realized using Secure Socket Layer (SSL) or some other
techniques (Wang et al., 2013a, 2013b).

4.3.

Framework

The framework of PPLBAC contains seven algorithms and is performed in five phases: setup, key generation, encryption, access
request, and decryption.
Setup Phase. It consists of executing Setup algorithm by a
trusted Certificate Authority (CA) in collaboration with attribute authorities AAi (1 ≤ i ≤ K ) :
Setup ( U, Λ ) → (GPP, MKai (1≤i≤ K) ) : The setup algorithm
•
takes as input an attribute universe U and an implicit security parameter Λ. It sets global public
parameters GPP as well as a master secret key MKai
for each attribute authority AAi.
Key Generation Phase. It consists of executing KeyGeneration
algorithm to assign secret keys and delegation keys to mobile
users in two round: the first round is attribute key generation, which is performed by attribute authorities including
LSP during registration, and the second round is location
key generation, which is performed by LSP while attempting to access the cloud.
For
• KeyGeneration (GPP, MKai (1≤i≤ K), Au ) → (SKU, DKU ) :
user U, the key generation algorithm takes the global
public parameters GPP, AAi’s master secret key MKai
and user’s attribute set Au as input. It generates a
secret key SKU and a delegation key DKU corresponding to the input attribute set Au .
Encryption Phase. In this phase, data owner first encrypts
the target file with a content key ak by using symmetric encryption methods. Then, it collaborates with CSP to encrypt
the content key ak by running the following Encryption
algorithm:
• Encryption (GPP, T , ak) → (CT1, CT2 ) : The encryption algorithm takes as input the global public parameters
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GPP, a tree access structure T determining
access policy and a content key ak. It calculates
CT1 = ENCek (ak) using a predefined symmetric encryption function ENC.(.), the content key ak and the session
key ek embedded in CT2 and publishes the ciphertext
CT = (CT1, CT2 ) as output.
Access Request Phase. In access request phase, authorized users send their access requests, for target files, in
addition to blinded versions of their secret keys and delegation keys to CSP. In this phase, KeyGenOut algorithm is
executed to transform the assigned secret and delegation
keys in two rounds: (1) attribute key transformation during
registration and (2) location key transformation while attempting to access the cloud.
• KeyGenOut (GPP, SKU, DKU ) → (SKU1 b, DKU1 b, b) : The algorithm takes as input the global public parameters GPP,
secret key SKU and delegation key DKU of user U. It
returns as outputs blinded versions of its secret key
(i.e. SKU1 b ) and delegation key (i.e. DKU1 b ), which will be
sent to CSP, and a secret retrieving key (i.e. b), which
is known only by that user.
Decryption Phase. In the decryption phase, CSP checks the
eligibility of user U to access the target file. If the access
policy defined for the target file is satisfied by U, CSP will
compute a blinded session key ek 1/b and send it to U.
Unblinding the blinded session key ek1/b, U computes the
content key ak and accesses the encrypted target file. This
process consists of the following three algorithms:
• DecDeligation ( DKU1 b, LP ) → ( DK 1P b ): The algorithm takes
as input a blinded delegation key DKU1 b corresponding to mobile user’s location LU and a specified set of
attributes LP determining location range privilege. It
returns a blinded delegation key DK 1P b corresponding
to location range privilege LP .
• DecryptionOut (SKU1 b, DK 1P b, CT ) → (ek1 b ) : The algorithm
takes as input a blinded secret key SKU1 b , a blinded derivation key DK 1P b and a ciphertext CT. It computes a
blinded session key ek1/b.
• DataAccessOut (ek1 b, b, CT ) → (ak) : The algorithm
takes as input a blinded session key ek1/b, a retrieving
key b and a ciphertext CT. It returns a content key ak.
In the framework mentioned above, instead of computing
the session key ek, calculating the content key ak and decrypting the target file by a mobile user in decryption process, the
user outsources the decryption process to the cloud server with
unlimited computational capability: (1) The user sends blinded
versions of its secret key ( SKU1 b ) and dedication key (i.e. DKU1 b )
to CSP; (2) In response, CSP computes blinded version of session
key ek (i.e. ek1/b) and sends it back to the user; (3) the user
unblinds the blinded key ek1/b by rising it to the secret retrieving key b, known only by that user, and determines ek. In a
similar way, the framework of PPLBAC without outsourced decryption consists of the following six algorithms:
• Setup ( U, Λ ) → (GPP, MKai (1≤i≤ K) ) takes as input an attribute
universe U and an implicit security parameter Λ. It outputs
global public parameters GPP and a master secret key MKai
for each attribute authority AAi.

• KeyGeneration (GPP, MKai (1≤i≤ K), Au ) → (SKU, DKU ) takes as
input the global public parameters GPP, the AAi’s master
secret key MKai and a user’s attribute set Au . It outputs a
secret key SKU and a decryption delegation key DKU corresponding to the input attribute set Au .
• Encryption (GPP, T , ak) → (CT1, CT2 ) takes as input the global
public parameters GPP, a tree access structure T , and a
content key ak. It calculates CT1 = ENCek (ak) using predefined symmetric encryption function ENC.(.), the content
key ak and a session key ek embedded in CT2. It returns the
ciphertext CT = (CT1, CT2 ) as output.
• DecDeligation ( DKU, LP ) → ( DK P ) takes as input a delegation
key DKU corresponding to mobile user’s location LU and a
specified set of attributes LP determining location range
privilege and returns as output a delegation key DKP corresponding to location range privilege LP . The functionality
of this algorithm is exactly similar to DecDeligation algorithm defined earlier, but with different input and
corresponding output.
• Decryption (SKU, DK P, CT ) → (ek) takes as input a secret key
SKU, a derivation key DKP and a ciphertext CT. It returns a
session key ek as output.
• DataAccess (ek, CT ) → (ak) takes as input a session key ek,
and a ciphertext CT. It returns a content key ak as output.

4.4.

Security model

In this section, we formally define the security of the proposed scheme against chosen plaintext attacks. We define Game
1 and Game 2 to describe selective security under chosen plaintext attacks for PPLBAC without/with outsourced decryption
respectively. We will use Game 1 and Game 2 in Section 6 to
prove the security of the proposed scheme. Without loss of generality, we assume that symmetric encryption function ENCek (.) ,
used to encrypt the content key ak, is secure and we prove selective security and indistinguishability against chosen plaintext
attacks for ciphertext header, we assume that two chosen
plaintexts are M0 = ak0 and M1 = ak1.
Game 1. The selective security and indistinguishability
against chosen plaintext attacks (IND-CPA) for PPLBAC
without outsourced decryption is defined by the following
game:
Initialization. The adversary A declares the set of at most
( K − 2 ) compromised authorities AAi that are under his
control. The remaining authorities are controlled by the
challenger C . A also commits a tree access structure
T for the game.
Setup. C and A jointly run Setup algorithm to obtain the
valid parameters.
Learning 1. A is able to query for an arbitrary number
(i.e. q) of secret keys and delegation keys corresponding to chosen attribute sets Au1 , … , Auq for a selected
number of users {U1, … , Uq } . These attribute sets are
disjointly issued by all authorities AAi (i ∈{1, … , K}) , but
none of them satisfies the tree access structure T . A
is also allowed to query the challenger C by invoking
DecDelegation algorithm for an arbitrary number of delegation keys DK U , locations LU and location range
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privileges LP over all location dimensions. Furthermore, A can conduct an arbitrary number of
computations, using its own (or compromised) secret
keys, delegation keys and public keys.
Challenge. A sends two distinct chosen plaintexts M0
and M1 to the challenger C . The challenger selects a bit
ϖ ∈ {0, 1} uniformly at random, encrypts Mϖ with respect
to tree access structure T and returns the result to A .
Learning 2. A continues to repeat learning 1 adaptively.
Response. A outputs a guess ϖ′ of ϖ.
Definition 4. PPLBAC without outsourced decryption is selective secure and indistinguishable against chosen plaintext
attacks (IND-CPA), if all probabilistic polynomial time adversaries have only a negligible advantage in the above game. An
adversary is said to have the advantage ε, if it wins the game
1
with probability Pr [ϖ ′ = ϖ ] = ⎛⎜ + ε ⎞⎟
⎠
⎝2

Game 2. The selective security and indistinguishability
against chosen plaintext attacks (IND-CPA) for PPLBAC
with outsourced decryption is defined by the following
game:
Initialization. The adversary A declares the set of at most
( K − 2 ) compromised authorities AAi that are under his
control. The remaining authorities are controlled by the
challenger C . A also commits a tree access structure
T for the game.
Setup. C and A jointly run Setup algorithm to obtain the
valid parameters.
Learning 1. A is able to query for an arbitrary number
(i.e. p) of secret keys and delegation keys corresponding to chosen attribute sets Au1 , … , Aup for a selected
number of users {U1, … , U p } . It is also allowed to query
for an arbitrary number (i.e. q − p) of blinded secret keys
and blinded delegation keys corresponding to attribute
sets Aup+1 , … , Auq for selected number of users
{U p+1, … , Uq } . These attribute sets are disjointly issued
by all authorities AAi (i ∈{1, … , K}) , but none of them satisfies the tree access structure T . A is also allowed to
query the challenger C by invoking DecDelegation algorithm for an arbitrary number of delegation keys DKU (and
also blinded delegation keys DKU1 b ), locations LU and location range privileges LP over all location dimensions.
Furthermore, A can conduct an arbitrary number of computations, using its own (or compromised) secret keys
(or blinded secret keys), delegation keys (or blinded delegation keys) and public keys.
Challenge. A sends two distinct chosen plaintexts M0
and M1 to the challenger C . The challenger selects a bit
ϖ ∈ {0, 1} uniformly at random, encrypts Mϖ with respect
to tree access structure T and returns the result to A .
Learning 2. A continues to repeat learning 1 adaptively.
Response. A outputs a guess ϖ′ of ϖ.
Definition 5. PPLBAC with outsourced decryption is selective
secure and indistinguishable against chosen plaintext attacks
(IND-CPA), if all probabilistic polynomial time adversaries have
only a negligible advantage in the above game. An adversary
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is said to have the advantage ε, if it wins the game with prob1
ability Pr [ϖ ′ = ϖ ] = ⎛⎜ + ε ⎞⎟
⎝2
⎠

5.
The proposed scheme: a detailed
description
There are five entities in the scheme: K Attribute Authorities
(AAi) including LSP, User (U), Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and Data
Owner (DO). The scheme consists of five phases: setup, key generation, encryption, access request, and decryption.

5.1.

Setup phase

In the setup phase, which is performed by a trusted Certificate Authority (CA) and attribute authorities AAi (1 ≤ i ≤ K ) , some
parameters are fixed. It is assumed that the public keys corresponding to attribute authorities AAi (1 ≤ i ≤ K ) are certified
by CA, i.e. each authenticated participant should be able to
provide its digital certificate if asked. The setup algorithm consists of two steps.
Step 1. The certificate authority CA
• Chooses a bilinear map group system S = ( N = pq, G,
G T, e (.,.)) of composite order n = sn′.
• Chooses two subgroups G s with order s and G n′ with composite order n′ = p′q′ of G, where p′ and q′ are two large
prime numbers.
• Selects random generators ω ∈G, g ∈G s and ϕ ∈ G n′ such
that there exists e(g, φ) = 1 but e(g, ω) ≠ 1.
• Selects public hash functions H : {0, 1} * → G to map each
binary attribute string into a group element in
G.
• Chooses λi, μi ∈ *n′ for each attribute loci (i-th dimension
of location in coordinate system, 1 ≤ i ≤ m) in location attribute set A and ensures that λi, µi are relatively prime
to all other elements λj, µj (loc j ∈ A \ {loci }).
• Generates global master key GMK = ( p, q, n′ ) and sends it
to each attribute authority AAi (1 ≤ i ≤ K ).
• Chooses a random exponent β ∈*n , computes
h = ω β, η = g1 β and publishes ( S, g, ω , h = ω β, η = g1 β, ϕ ,
{λi, μi }loci ∈A, H(.)) as public parameters.
Step 2. Each Attribute authority AAk
• Chooses a random secret parameter α i ∈Z*n , computes
α
e (g, ω ) i and sends it to all other authorities.
• Selects randomly K − 1 integers skj ∈ *n ( j ∈{1, … , K}
\ {k}), computes gskj and shares it with all other authorities AA j ( j ∈{1, … , K} \ {k}) .
α
• Receives K − 1 pieces of gs jk and e (g, ω ) j generated by
AA j ( j ∈{1, … , K} \ {k}) , computes ζ = e (g, ω )α = ∏
j∈{1,…,K}

e (g, ω ) i (let α = ∑ iK=1 α i ) and publishes it as authorities’
public parameter.
• Chooses a random exponent τ k ∈*n and publishes
ϑ k = ω τk as authority’s public parameter. Aggregating
the already published public parameters (by CA)
along with authorities’ public parameters constructs the global public parameters GPP = (S, g, ω,
α
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α
τ
ζ = e (g, ω ) , h = ω β, η = g1 β, ϑ i = ω i (1 ≤ i ≤ K ) , {λi, μi }loci ∈A ,
H(.)).
• Computes authority secret key SKak ∈*n as follows:

⎛
⎞
SKak = ⎜ ∏ gskj ⎟
⎝ j∈{1,...,K}\ {k} ⎠
⎛
s
⎜
g kj
⎜⎝ j ∈ 1,…, K \ k
{
} { }

=g

∑

−

⎛
⎜⎝

∏

j ∈{1,…, K} \ {k}

∑

j ∈{1,…, K} \ {k}

⎞
gs jk ⎟
⎠

⎞
s
g jk ⎟
⎟⎠

Step 1. The location service provider LSP
• Constructs location LU = {[li,u, li,u ]}loci ∈A for user U
( loc = (loc1 … locm )), where loci is the i-th dimension of location in m dimensional coordinate system.
• Chooses two random numbers rloc ∈r *n and rtime ∈r *n .
r
′ = ω rloc , Dtime = g(r τ LSP )
• Computes Dloc = g(r τ LSP ) ( H (loc )) loc , Dloc
rtime
rtime
′ =ω .
( H (time LU )) , Dtime
l
z−l
λ i ,u μ i ,u
rloc ∏
r
loci ∈A i
i
as the delega• Computes DKU = ( vLU ) loc = ϕ
tion key of user U, where vLU = v{[li,u,li,u ]}loc ∈A.
i

It is clear that these randomly produced integers satisfy
∏ k∈{1,…,K} SKak = 1 mod n. Aggregating global master key along
with authority’s secret parameters αk, τk and SKak constructs
master secret key for attribute authority AA k (i.e.
MKak = ( p, q, n′, α k, τ k, SKak ) ).

5.2.

′ ,
After receiving D, D j , D′j (∀j ∈ static attributes), D loc , Dloc
′ , user U aggregates all as his secret key:
D time and Dtime
′ , Dtime, Dtime
′ , ∀j ∈ static attributes : D j, D′j ).
SKU = ( D, Dloc, Dloc

5.3.

Key generation phase

When a new user U wants to access the system, he requests
attribute authorities to issue a secret key. The process of issuing
secret key is performed in two sub-phases: (1) Attribute Key Generation to issue the static part of secret key during registration
and (2) Location Key Generation to issue the dynamic contextual part of secret key, while attempting to access the cloud.
To reduce the access time overhead and achieve better performance, the static part of computations (i.e. attribute key
generation) is performed offline (just one time) during registration. Then, the results of these computations (performed at
registration time) are used to perform the dynamic part of the
computations (i.e. location key generation).

5.2.1.

′ , Dtime , Dtime
′ , DKU and LU to user U.
• Sends Dloc , Dloc

Attribute key generation

Attribute authorities AAi ( 1 ≤ i ≤ K , including LSP) collaborate
to issue the static part of secret key for each user, just one time
during registration (in offline mode). This process consists of
two steps.

Encryption phase

During the encryption phase, the data owner DO should interact with CSP to define dynamic access policy and encrypt
data based on that policy. This process consists of two rounds:
The first round is performed, while uploading the file to the
cloud and the second round is performed, while receiving access
request by CSP.

5.3.1.

Data uploading (first round encryption)

This round is performed by DO and CSP while uploading information to the server. It consists of three steps.
Step 1. The data owner DO
• Defines access control policy for all attributes. Particularly, DO defines location constraints
LP = {[ ρi, ρi ]}loci ∈A , where loc i is the i-th dimension of
location in m dimensional coordination system, and
[ ρi, ρi ] corresponds to attribute constraint [li, j, li,k ]
defined on loci.
ρ z − ρi
λ iμ
• Computes vLP = v{ρi,ρi }loc ∈A = ϕ ∏ loci ∈A i i
i

Step 1. Each Attribute authority AAk
• Selects a random number γ k ∈Z*n , computes SKak .gγ k and
SKak .η(αk +γ k ) , and shares them with all other authorities
AAi (i ∈{1, … , K} \ {k}) .
• Receives K − 1 pieces of SKak .gγ k and SKai .η(αi +γ i ) generated by AAi (i ∈{1, … , K} \ {k}).
i =1

• Computes Dr = ∏ K SKai .gγ i = g∑ K
i =1

K

.η(αi +γ i ) = η∑ i =1

(α i +γ i )

=g

α +r
β

γi

K

= gr and D = ∏ i=1 SKai

(let r = ∑ K γ i ).
i =1

• Sends D to user U.
Step 2. Each Attribute authority AAk (AAk ≠ LSP)
• Chooses a random number rj ∈r *n for each attribute
att ( j) ∈Au , it is responsible for.
r
• Computes Computes D j = Dr(1 τk ) ( H (att ( j))) j = g(r τk ) ( H (att
( j)))rj and D′j = ω rj and sends them to user U.

5.2.2.

Location key generation

It is performed by LSP to issue dynamic contextual attributes
including location information and time of access while requesting access to the data stored on the cloud server. This is
done in one step.

• Selects random numbers sloc ∈r *n and sstatic ∈r *n for contextual location attribute and static attributes respectively.
α (s + s
)
• Computes ekDO = e (g, ω ) loc static .
Step 2. The cloud service provider CSP
• Selects random number stime ∈r *n for time attribute, comα (s
)
putes ekCSP = e (g, ω ) time and sends it to DO.
Step 3. The data owner DO
α (s + s
+s
)
• Computes ek = ekDO ∗ ekCSP = e (g, ω ) loc static time , generates a
random content key ak to encrypt the target file (i.e., the
file we want to encrypt and for which we define access
control), and uses that session key ek to encrypt the
content key ak with symmetric encryption ENCek (.).
This type of implementation is used to adopt the key encapsulation mechanism and reduce the size of ciphertext
without scarifying security (Green et al.; Lai et al., 2013).
• Shares the secret sstatic in the tree access structure T with
root R. In a top-down manner, it chooses a polynomial qx
for each node x in the tree access structure T in the following way: For each node x, the algorithm sets degree
dx of polynomial qx as one less than threshold value kx
of that node. Starting from root node R, the algorithm sets
qR (0 ) = sstatic and randomly chooses dR other coefficients
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to define qR completely. For any other node x, it sets
qx (0 ) = qparent(x) (index ( x )) 2 and chooses d x other coefficients for qx randomly to completely define qx. Note that
each leaf node y is associated with atomic attribute att(y)
in the set of static attributes.
• Uploads the initial ciphertext CTinit = ENCek (ak) CDO
s
s
′ = ( H (loc )) loc,
ω (τ LSP sloc ), Cloc
= h(sstatic + sloc ), Cloc = ( vLPϑ LSP ) loc = vLsloc
P
qy (0 )
τ iss( y) qy (0 )) 3
(
∀y ∈ static attributes : Cy = ϑ iss( y) = ω
, Cy′ = H (att
( y ))qy (0) to CSP.

(

)

5.3.2.

Access time encryption (second round encryption)

This round is performed, upon receipt of access request by CSP,
to set the current time and solve dynamic location update. This
round is performed in one step.
Step 1. After receiving a request, CSP
s
stime
′ = ( H (time LU )) time ,
= ω (τ LSP stime ), Ctime
• Computes Ctime = ϑ LSP
stime
s
(sstatic + sloc + stime )
CCSP = h
=h .
and C = CCSP ∗ CDO = h
The final ciphertext would be CT = ( ENCek (ak) , C, Cloc, Cloc
′ ,
′ , ∀y ∈ static attributes : Cy, C′y ) .
Ctime, Ctime

5.4.

Access request phase

In this phase, eligible user U sends his access request for a target
file to CSP. Similar to key generation phase, to achieve better
performance, this phase is executed in two rounds: The first
round is performed just one time during the registration and
the second round is performed at each access attempt:

Dtime
′ ) and DKU to the power 1/b (using the already selected retrieving key b). Thus, the blinded secret and
1b
1b
′1 b, Dtime
′1 b ,
, Dloc
, Dtime
delegation keys will be SKU1 b = ( D1 b, Dloc
1b
loc
∀j ∈ static attributes : D1j b, D′j1 b ) and DKU = ( vLU ) .
• Sends his request to access the target file, in addition to
blinded secret key SKU1 b , blinded delegation key DKU1 b and
his own location information LU to CSP.
r

5.5.

Decryption phase

When the access request is received by CSP, the eligibility of
user to have access the target file should be checked. This
process is performed in three sub-phases: (1) Decryption Delegation, (2) Decryption and (3) Data Access.

5.5.1.

Decryption delegation

This sub-phase is performed by CSP to compute blinded
delegation key corresponding to location range privilege LP in
one step.
Step 1. The cloud service provider CSP
• Checks whether user’s location LU satisfies location range
privilege LP over all location dimensions (see Fig. 4).
• Computes blinded delegation key DK 1P b corresponding to
location range privilege LP = {[ ρi, ρi ]}loci ∈A as follows:

DK 1P b = ( vLP )rloc

(

b

= v{ρi,ρi }loc ∈A
i

)

rloc b

= F{li,u ≤ ρi,li,u ≥ ρi }loc ∈A ( DKU1 b )
i

5.4.1.

Attribute key transformation (first round)

It is performed by the user to anonymize the static part of his
secret key issued by attribute authorities. This process is done
in one step.
Step 1. Upon receiving the static part of secret key from attribute authorities, user U
• Chooses a random number b ∈*n as secret retrieving key.
• Transforms the static part of secret key to its
blinded version. This is performed by raising static
components of SK U to the power 1/b (i.e. D1 b,
∀j ∈ static attributes : D1j b , D′1 b ).
j

5.4.2. Location key transformation and access request
(second round)
At each access attempt, user U anonymizes the dynamic part
of his secret and delegation keys issued by LSP and sends his
access request for the target file to CSP. This process is performed in one step.
Step 1. Upon receiving the dynamic part of secret key and
delegation key, user U
• Transforms the dynamic part of secret key and delegation key to their blinded versions. This is performed by
raising the dynamic components of SKU (i.e. Dloc, Dloc
′ , Dtime,
2
parent(x) is the node x’s parent node and index(x) is a number
associated with each node x ranging from 1 to numparent(x).
3
iss(y) is the authority responsible for issuing att(y).

b

= F{li,u ≤ ρi,li,u ≥ ρi }

loci ∈A

(( v

((

LU

)rloc b )

= F{{li,u ≤ ρi,li,u ≥ ρi }}loc ∈A v{li,u,li,u }loc ∈A
i

⎛ ∏
= ⎜ϕ
⎝

5.5.2.

ρ z − ρi
λ iμ
loci ∈A i
i

⎞
⎟⎠

i

)

rloc b

)

rloc b

.

Decryption

This sub-phase is performed by CSP to compute blinded session
key ek1 b and transfer it to the user in one step.
Step 1. The cloud service provider CSP
1b
•
, Ctime )
e ( Dtime
(rs
)b
= e (g, ω ) time for contexComputes Dectime =
′1 b, Ctime
e( Dtime
′ )
tual attribute time.
1b
•
, Cloc )
e ( Dloc
(rs ) b
= e (g, ω ) loc for conComputes Decloc =
1b
′1 b, Cloc
e( DK P Dloc
′ )
textual attribute loc. Note that due to Proposition 1,
(rs ) b
e (g, vLP ) loc in the computation will be replaced by 1.

e ( D1y b, Cy )

= e (g, ω )( y ) for each
e( D′y1 b, Cy′ )
static attribute y. Then, it recursively computes Decstatic as

• Computes DecNode ( y ) =

rq (0 ) b

Fig. 4 – The location range relation on loci (li ,u ∈ ( ρ , ρ )).
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DecNode(R) for root node R of the tree access structure
T in the following way: For each non-leaf x, the algorithm calls DecNode(z) for all child nodes z of x and stores
the output as Fz. Let Sx be an arbitrary kx-sized set of child
nodes z; we can compute DecNode(x) as follows:

three random numbers in Z*n′ and e is a bilinear map
G × G → G T , there is no PPT algorithm A with non-negligible
advantage ε to determine whether T is equal to e(g, g)abc or is
a random number.

⎧ i = index (z )
Fx = Πz∈Sx FzΔi,Sx′ (0), where ⎨
⎩Sx ′ = {index (z ) : z ∈Sx }

6.2.

(

)

(r .qz (0 )) b Δi,Sx′ (0 )

= Πz∈Sx e (g, ω )

(

(r .qparent (z) (index(z)))

= Πz∈Sx e (g, ω )

r .(qx (i) Δ i ,Sx′ (0 )) b

)

b Δ i ,Sx′ (0 )

= Πz∈Sx e (g, ω )
rqx (0 ) b

= e (g, ω )

where Δ i,Sx′ (0 ) is the Lagrange coefficient which is defined
x− j
(Bethencourt et al., 2007). The alas Δ i,Sx′ ( x ) = Π j∈S, j≠i
i− j
gorithm begins by simply calling the function for root node
R of the tree access structure T . If the tree access structure is satisfied by Au , then Dec static will be equal to
rq (0 )) b
(rs
)b
e (g, ω ) R
= e (g, ω ) static .
• Computes A = Dectime ∗ Decloc ∗ Decstatic = .
• Computes ek1 b =

e (C, D1 b ) e (g, ω )(α + r )s b
(α s) b
=
and
(rs) b = e ( g, ω )
A
e (g, ω )

Location privacy

Theorem 1. PPLBAC supports location anonymity, even if the adversary compromises all authorities.
Proof. Assume that the adversary compromises all authorities AAi ( 1 ≤ i ≤ K , AAi ≠ LSP). Then, it can identify user from his
secret key SKU. On the other hand, CSP has access to SKU1 b, DKU1 b
and location information LU . Furthermore, it is intractable to
compute SKU from SKU1 b and DKU1 b without knowing secret retrieving key b. Consequently, CSP cannot relate location
information LU to SKU and deduce the corresponding user’s
identity.

6.3.

User anonymity

Theorem 2. PPLBAC supports user anonymity, even if the adversary compromises all authorities.

sends it to the user.

5.5.3.

Data access

This sub-phase is performed by the user to determine the
content key ak and access the target file encrypted by that symmetric key in one step.
Step 1. Upon receiving the responses from CSP, user U
• Computes the session key ek by raising ek1/b to the power
b received in key generation phase.
• Decrypts ENCek(ak) using computed session key ek and calculates the content key ak,
• Decrypts the encrypted target file using content key ak.

Proof. Assume that an adversary compromises all authorities AAi ( 1 ≤ i ≤ K , AAi ≠ LSP); thus, it can identify user from his
secret key SKU (worst case scenario). CSP has access to only
blinded secret key SKU1 b , blinded delegation key DKU1 b and location information LU . Based on DL assumption, it is intractable
to compute SKU from SKU1 b and DKU1 b without knowing secret
retrieving key b, which is known only by that user. Thus, even
by collaboration between authorities and CSP, the adversary
cannot identify the user who did access the data (via CSP); in
this way, user anonymity is supported.

6.4.

Location unforgeability

Theorem 3. PPLBAC supports unforgeability of location.

6.

Security analysis

In this section, we analyze the security of the proposed scheme.
First, we present the assumptions used to prove the security
of PPLBAC. Next, we discuss how PPLBAC supports location
privacy, user anonymity and location unforgeability, and how
it is immune against authorities collusion attacks and chosen
plaintext attacks.

6.1.

Security assumptions

Assumption 1. (Discrete Logarithm (DL) Assumption). Given
(g, ga ) ∈G2, where a is a random in Z*n′, for any Probabilistic Polynomial Time (PPT) algorithm A and negligible advantage ε, we
have Pr [ A (g, ga ) = a ] ≤ ε .
Assumption 2. (Decisional Bilinear Diffie–Hellman (DBDH) Assumption). Given (g, ga, gb, gc ) ∈G 4 and T ∈G T , where a, b, c are

Proof. Assume that a malicious user’s location information
LU1 , provided by LSP, does not comply with the location
policy defined for a target file. Moreover, assume that he tries
to forge location information L′U1 and escalate his right to
access the target file. According to the security of MDRDF proved
in (Wang et al., 2015), it is intractable for user U1 to derive L′U1
using multi-dimensional range derivation function F(.) from his
own authorized location information LU1 (i.e. his current location). Moreover, since the value of location information is
bounded to the time of access in Dtime, it is infeasible for malicious user U1 to use his former location as current location
(i.e. immunity to reply attack). Finally, due to the fact that each
user is associated with different random element r/τLSP, it is infeasible for authorized malicious users U1 and U2 to pool the
responses received from LSP, combine them and generate a new
valid secret/delegation key for user U1 corresponding to location information L′U1 . Thus, it is intractable for malicious user
to forge a new valid location even by collaborating with other
users. □
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6.5.

Security against authorities collusion attacks

Theorem 4. PPLBAC is secure against authorities collusion attacks
under DL assumption, even if the adversary compromises at most
( K − 2 ) authorities.
Proof. Each attribute authority AAk generates ( K − 1 ) random
integers skj, shares gskj with other authorities AAj and generates secret parameter SKak based on received shares. Based on
DL assumption, it is intractable to compute skj from gskj. Even
if the adversary compromises ( K − 2 ) authorities, there are still
two more unknown parameters. Thus, the adversary cannot
generate valid parameters gα and gr. Moreover, associating different secret random elements τi with different authorities and
constructing separate g(r τi ) for each authority prevent applying one authority’s secret share to the others. Thus, the
adversary cannot ignore the role of each authority in constructing valid secret key for users. We conclude that the scheme
is secure against compromising up to ( K − 2 ) authorities. □

6.6.

Security against chosen plaintext attacks

Theorem 5. PPLBAC without outsourced decryption is selective secure
and indistinguishable against chosen plaintext attacks (IND-CPA) under
DBDH assumption.
Proof. Let A be a PPT algorithm that can break the security
of the proposed PPLBAC without outsourced decryption
in selective secure CPA model (i.e. Game 1). Let
(G, Ga, Gb, Gc ) → e (G, G)abc be a DBDH problem. We show that if
the adversary A has non-negligible advantage ε in the above
game, then, we can construct PPT algorithm B to solve the
ε
DBDH problem with non-negligible advantage
as follows:
2
Let C be a challenger corresponding to DBDH problem. C
flips coin Θ. if Θ = 0, it sets (g, A, B, C, Z ) = g, ga, gb, gc, e (g, g)abc ,
where a, b, c are chosen randomly; otherwise, it sets Z randomly. Next, the challenger C gives (g, A, B, C, Z ) to the
simulator B . The simulator B plays the role of challenger in
the following game:

(

)

Initialization. A controls the set of compromised authorities
AAik ( k ∈{1, … , K} ) containing at most K − 2 authorities. The
remaining authorities AAik ( k ∈{K + 1, … , K} ) are controlled by
B . A also commits a tree access structure T wanted to be
challenged in which some attributes are issued by A ′s authorities and the remaining by B .
Setup. B sets a = r, b = αι/r and c = s, and computes
α
ζ = e ( A, B) = e (g, ω ) , where r, α and s are three random
4
elements and ι = log g ω. It also sets β = θ/ι, where θ is
K
4
In r = ∑ iK=1 ri = ∑ kK=1 γ ik + ∑ kK=K +1 γ ik , the term ∑ k=K +1 γ ik is assigned
by the collaboration of uncompromised authorities AAik
( k ∈ {K + 1, … , K} ), which are under the control of B . Since

∑ kK=K +1 γ ik = r − ∑ kK=1 γ ik , considering r as random element does not
affect the duty of compromised authorities AAik ( k ∈ {1, … , K}) to
assign γ ik ( k ∈ {1, … , K}), which are under the control of A . In a
similar way to r, considering α as random element does not affect
the duty of compromised authorities AAik ( k ∈ {1, … , K}) to assign
α ik ( k ∈ {1, … , K}), which are under the control of A .

randomly chosen, h = ωβ = gθ, η = g1 β , ϕ = ωρ where s|ρ. Meanwhile, B selects random elements τi ( K + 1 ≤ i ≤ K ) and sets
ϑ i = gτi ( K + 1 ≤ i ≤ K ) . Then, it sends the public parameters S,
g, ω, ζ, h, η, ϑ i (1 ≤ i ≤ K ) , ϕ , {λi, μi }li ∈Loc and H(.) to A .
Learning 1. A is allowed to have access to an arbitrary number
(i.e. q) of secret keys and delegation keys corresponding to
chosen attribute sets Au1 , … , Auq for a selected number of users
{U1, … , Uq } . These attribute sets are disjointly issued by all authorities AAi (i ∈{1, … , K}) , but none of them satisfies the tree
access structure T . Upon receipt of a query, B computes its
own components of secret key and delegation key to respond
to the query. For each attribute j issued by uncompromised authorities AAik ( k ∈{K + 1, … , K} ), B randomly picks r j and
r
1τ
r
computes D j = A( iss( j) ) ( H (att ( j))) j and D′j = ω j and sends them
to A . The adversary A is also allowed to query Decryption Delegation algorithm for an arbitrary number of delegation keys
DKU, locations LU = {[li,a, li,b ]}loci ∈A , and location range privileges
LP = {[ ρi, ρi ]}loci ∈A over all location dimensions. In response, B
ρ z − ρi
λ iμ
⎞
⎛ ∏
r
returns DK P = ( vLP ) loc = ⎜ ϕ loci ∈A i i ⎟
⎠
⎝

rloc

to A . It also can

conduct an arbitrary number of computations, using its
own (or compromised) secret keys, delegation keys and public
keys.
Challenge. A sends two distinct chosen plaintexts M0 and M1
to the challenger. The challenger selects bit ϖ ∈ {0,1} uniformly at random, and returns the following ciphertext to A :

′ , Ctime, Ctime
′ ,
CT * = ( ENCZ ( Mϖ ) , C, Cloc, Cloc
∀y ∈ static attributes : Cy, C′y )
If Θ = 0, Z = e (g, g) , where a = r, b = αι/r, c = s. Therefore,
αs
Z = e (g, ω ) and CT* is a valid ciphertext of Mϖ. Otherwise, if
Θ = 1, Z is a random element and ENCZ(Mϖ) does not contain
any information about Mϖ.
Learning 2. A continues to repeat learning 1 adaptively.
Response. A submits the guess ϖ′ of ϖ. If ϖ′ = ϖ, B outputs
Θ′ = 0 indicating that A returned back a valid DBDH-tuple
(g, A, B, C, Z ) = g, gr, gαι r, gs, e (g, ω )α s . Otherwise, B outputs
Θ′ = 1 indicating that A returned back a random tuple
(g, A, B, C, Z) .
When Θ = 0, A gets a valid ciphertext of M ϖ . Since the
advantage of adversary A is ε by definition, the probability
1
of correctly guessing ϖ′ of ϖ is Pr [ϖ ′ = ϖ | Θ = 0] = + ε .
2
When ϖ′ = ϖ, B outputs Θ′ = 0. Thus, we have Pr [Θ ′ = Θ | Θ
1
= 0] = Pr [ϖ ′ = ϖ | Θ = 0] = + ε . When Θ = 1, A has no informa2
tion about ϖ. In this case, we have Pr [ϖ ′ ≠ ϖ | Θ = 1]
1
= Pr [ϖ ′ = ϖ | Θ = 1] = . When ϖ′ ≠ ϖ, B outputs Θ′ = 1. So, we
2
1
have Pr [Θ ′ = Θ | Θ = 1] = Pr [ϖ ′ ≠ ϖ | Θ = 1] = . Hence, the overall
2
advantage in this game is:
abc

(

Pr[Θ ′ = Θ] −

)

1
2

= Pr [Θ ′ = Θ | Θ = 1] + Pr [Θ ′ = Θ | Θ = 0] −
=

1 ⎛1
1 1 1 ε
×
+ ε⎞ + × − =
⎠ 2 2 2 2
2 ⎝2

1
2
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Thus, we are able to construct a PPT algorithm B that can
ε
solve the DBDH problem with advantage .
2
Theorem 6. If the proposed PPLBAC without outsourced decryption is selective secure and indistinguishable against chosen plaintext
attacks (IND-CPA), then the outsourced version of that is also selective secure and indistinguishable against chosen plaintext attacks
(IND-CPA).
Proof. Let A be a PPT algorithm that can break the security
of the proposed scheme with outsourced decryption in selective secure CPA model (i.e. Game 2). We show that if the
adversary A has non-negligible advantage in the above game,
we can construct the PPT algorithm B that can break the security of the scheme without outsourced decryption in selective
secure CPA model (i.e. Game 1) with non-negligible advantage. Let C be a challenger corresponding to B . The simulator
B runs A executing the following steps:
Initialization. A controls the set of at most ( K − 2 ) compromised authorities AA i and the remaining authorities are
controlled by the simulator B . A also commits and gives B
a tree access structure T wanted to be challenged in which
some attributes are issued by A’s authorities and the remaining by B .
Setup. B sends the tree access structure T to the challenger
C and gets its own public parameters GPP = S, g, ω , ζ , h, η, ϑ i
(i.e. the public parameters relai (1 ≤ i ≤ K ) , ϕ , {λ i, μi }li ∈Loc, H (.)
ted to the scheme without outsourced decryption). Then, B forwards it to A .
Learning 1. A is allowed to query for an arbitrary number (i.e.
p) of secret keys and delegation keys corresponding to chosen
attribute sets A u1 , … , A up for a selected number of users
{U1, … , U p } . It is also allowed to query for an arbitrary
number (i.e. q − p) of blinded secret keys and blinded delegation keys corresponding to attribute sets A up+1 , … , A uq for
selected number of users {U p+ 1, … , Uq } . These attribute sets are
disjointly issued by all authorities AAi (i ∈ {1, … , K}), but none
of them satisfies the tree access structure T . In response to
a query for secret key and delegation key corresponding to attribute set A ui , B calls the key generation oracle of challenger
C to return the corresponding secret key SKUi and delegation key DKUi . In response to a query for blinded secret key
and blinded delegation key for attribute set A ui , B chooses
random components Z, r, τi ∀i ∈ {1, … , K}, rj ∀j ∈ attributes , and

(

)

sets

(

1b
1b
SKU1 ib = D1 b = gZ gr β , Dloc
= g(r τ LSP ) (H (loc )) loc , Dloc
′1 b = ω rloc , Dtime
r

= g(r τ LSP ) (H (time  LU )) time , Dtime
′1 b = ω rtime , ∀j ∈ static attributes : D1j b
r

= g(r τ iss( j) ) (H (att ( j))) j , D′j 1 b = ω rj
r

) and

DKU1 ib = (vLUi ) loc . 5 Then, it
r

returns to A blinded secret key SKUi , blinded delegation key
DKU1 ib and location information LU . Note that B does not
know the actual retrieving key b = α/(βZ). Besides that, if B has
already received the same query for the same attribute set, it
does not compute secret key, delegation key, blinded secret key
1b

5
In this part, SKU1 ib and DKU1 ib are just symbols for blinded secret
key and blinded delegation key and do not mean raising SKUi and
DKUi to 1/b.

and blinded delegation key repeatedly; but, instead it uses the
previous computation. The adversary is also allowed to query
Decryption Delegation algorithm for an arbitrary number of del1b
egation keys DKU (and also blinded delegation keys DKU ),
locations LU = {[li,a, li,b ]}loci ∈A and location range privileges
LP = {[ ρi, ρi ]}loci ∈A over all location dimensions. In response, C
1b
computes DKP (respectively DK P ) and returns it via B to A .
In addition, A can conduct an arbitrary number of computations, using its own (or compromised) secret keys (or blinded
secret keys), delegation keys (or blinded delegation keys) and
public keys.
Challenge. A sends two distinct chosen plaintexts M0 and M1
to the challenger C via B . The challenger selects bit ϖ ∈ {0, 1}
uniformly at random, and encrypts Mϖ with respect to tree
access structure T ; then, it returns the ciphertext to A .
Learning 2. A continues to repeat learning 1 adaptively.
Response. A outputs a guess ϖ′ of ϖ.
Thus, we will be able to construct a PPT algorithm B that
can attack the original version of the scheme without outsourced decryption in selective secure CPA model with nonnegligible advantage, if A can attack the outsourced version
of the scheme in selective secure CPA model with non-negligible
advantage. □

7.

Performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of PPLBAC. At first,
we present the complexity analysis of PPLBAC from two aspects:
computation overhead and communication overhead. We also
compare our proposed scheme with the state of the art including (Jung et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016; Shao et al., 2014; Zhu
et al., 2013). Finally, we exploit the experimental results to evaluate its performance.

7.1.

Complexity analysis

The complexity analysis evaluates the computation and communication overhead caused by different entities involved in
the proposed scheme. Let T be the number of leaves in the
tree access structure, EG and EGT denote the exponentiation
operation in groups G and G T respectively, P indicates the bilinear pairing operation in G G T , TO represents the time taken
to perform one operation O , A u be the user’s set of attributes involved in encryption and decryption, A su be the static
subset of A u , U be the number of users in the system, lG and
lGT denote the length of elements in groups G and G T respectively, and lENC indicates the length of encrypted content
key ENCek(ak). Similar to (Wang et al., 2015) (Yeh et al., 2015),
and (Shao et al., 2014), we only consider the most significant
time overhead caused by operations, namely time overhead
taken for exponentiation operation (i.e. TEG and TEGT ), and
pairing operation (i.e. TP). The analysis concerns the computation and communication overhead of the proposed scheme
from two aspects: (1) static overhead, which is caused by attribute authorities to provide multi-authority; and (2) dynamic
overhead, which is caused by LSP to provide location-based services. In particular, if we ignore supporting multi-authority and
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Table 1 – Static registration overhead of PPLBAC.
U

Key Gen.
Acc. Req.

AAi

Comp. Cost

Comm. Cost

Compu. Cost

Comm. Cost

0

(2 Asu + 2) lG

(2 Asu K + 2) TEG

(2K + 2 Asu − 1) lG

0

0

0

(2 Asu + 1) TEG

Table 2 – Dynamic data access overhead of PPLBAC.
U
Comp. Cost
Key Gen.
Acc. Req.
Dec.

0
5TEG
TEGT

LSP
Comm. Cost

Compu. Cost

Comm. Cost

5lG

(5 + 2m) TEG

lENC + lGT

0
0

6lG
0
0

(6 + 2 Au ) lG

Table 3 – Uploading overhead of DO in PPLBAC.

Encryption

Comp. Cost

Comm. Cost

(1 + 2m + 2 T ) TEG + TEGT

lENC + (2 + 2 T ) lG + lGT

consider just LSP as the only authority, we can eliminate all
static overhead on attribute authorities and users (without
prejudice to users’ anonymity).
More specifically, we first analyze the static computations
which are performed just one time by attribute authorities and
mobile users in key generation and access request phases; these
computations can be executed and distributed during the registration. Hence, they do not impact the scheme efficiency.
Table 1 shows the static computation and communication overhead of the proposed scheme.
Moreover, to analyze the dynamic overhead generated at
each access attempt, we assumed that CSP has unlimited computation power, while mobile users have limited one. Hence,
the aim of the scheme is to reduce the computation overhead on mobile users. In the proposed scheme, the static part
of computations is performed just one time at registration. Furthermore, heavy pairing computations are outsourced to CSP.
Therefore, our scheme can significantly reduce dynamic computation overhead for mobile users. Moreover, each attribute
authority AAi is involved in the scheme just one time during
registration. Hence, it does not impact the scheme efficiency.
However, LSP is involved in the system at each access attempt
as well as registration to assign dynamic attributes “location” and “time” for each user. Hence, the dynamic computation
and communication overhead is generated by LSP. Table 2 shows
the dynamic computation and communication overhead of the
proposed scheme.
Finally, DO is involved in the scheme just one time while
uploading information to CSP, defining access policy and encrypting data based on that policy. Independent of the number
of users, it performs its duty one time while uploading. Table 3
shows the uploading computation and communication overhead of the proposed scheme.

7.2.

Performance comparison

We compare (a) static overhead of the proposed scheme with
(Jung et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016) as two recent multi-authority

ABE schemes and (b) dynamic overhead of the proposed scheme
with (Shao et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2013) as two existing locationbased access control schemes in the literature, which use
attribute-based encryption. We show that the proposed scheme
could achieve more functionalities with comparable performance in both aspects for mobile users.
Table 4 shows the comparison of the computation overhead related to static attributes in the proposed scheme (Li et al.,
2016), and (Jung et al., 2015) in terms of Key Generation, Encryption and Decryption. We observe that our scheme removes costly
pairing operations in decryption process on mobile users with
limited computational power.
Table 5 shows the differences of computation overhead
between PPLBAC and two other existing location-based access
control schemes for mobile cloud (Shao et al., 2014; Zhu et al.,
2013). These schemes use attribute-based encryption to provide
location-based access control for mobile cloud. In these
schemes, the authors assume that data owner, who defines
access policy and encrypts data, is the same one as LSP. Moreover, they assume LSP as the only authority in their
architectures. These assumptions (a) render those schemes more
security threats (as LSP is too powerful and it becomes a vulnerable point for security attacks); (b) reduce the flexibility of
the schemes to support different data owners, which define
access policy, encrypt data and upload it to CSP (as LSP is the
only one who can define access policy, encrypt data and upload
it to CSP). Table 5 also depicts the features of our scheme. Compared to other schemes, PPLBAC supports several functionality
features including location anonymity, location unforgeability,
multi-authority and non-spatial-temporal attributes. Despite
supporting more functionality features, our scheme has comparable efficiency with the other schemes in the literature.

7.3.

Experimental results

To evaluate the performance of PPLBAC, we make use of (a) a
large instance Amazon EC2 with 7.5 GB RAM, 4 EC2 compute
units, 850 GB instance storage and 64-bit platform (Shankar,
2009) as CSP, (b) an Apple iMac with Intel Core 2 Duo at 2.66
GHz and 4 GB RAM running MacOSX 10.10.5 as DO, LSP and
other attribute authorities, and (c) a Samsung Galaxy S5 smartphone with a Quad-core 2.5 GHz Krait 400 processor and 2 GB
RAM running Android 5.0 as user. Our evaluation is based on
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Table 4 – Computation overhead related to static attributes in Jung et al. (2015), Li et al. (2016) and PPLBAC (tv: threshold value representing minimum number of
attribute authorities required to generate users’ secret key).
Scheme

Phase

Li et al., 2016

Computation Overhead in Process
Key Gen. (AAi)

0
–
–
0
–
–
0
–
(2 Asu + 1) TEG

(3 + 2tv + (t + 1 K ) Asu ) TEG

Key Gen.
Enc.
Dec.
Key Gen.
Enc.
Dec.
Key Gen.
Enc.
Acc. Req.
Dec.

Jung et al., 2015

PPLBAC

(2 Asu

–
–
K + 2) TEG

(2 Asu

–
–
K + 2) TEG

Enc. (DO)
0

(3 T + 1) TEG + TEGT

(2 Asu

0
0
(2 T + 2) TEG + TEGT

0
–
+ 1) TP + (2 Asu ) TEGT
0
–
(4 Asu + 1) TP

0
–
(1 + 2m + 2 T ) TEG + TEGT

–
0
–

–

Dec. (U)

0
–
0
TEGT

–
–

Table 5 – Comparison between location-based access control schemes (Ni: Number of attribute values for i-th attribute, LA: Location Anonymity, LU: Location
Unforgeability by users, MA: Multi-Authority, NSTA: Non-Spatial-Temporal Attributes).
Scheme

Phase

Computation Overhead in Process
Key
Gen. (U)

Shao et al.,
2014
Zhu et al.,
2013

PPLBAC

Service Data Creation
User Grant
Location-based Service
Key Generation
Service Authentication
Obfuscation and Query
LBS Info. Transmission
Key Gen. (dynamic)
Enc.
Acc. Req. (dynamic)
Dec.

–
0
2TEG
0
–
–
–
0
–
5TEG
–

Key
Gen. (LSP)

Enc. (DO)

Enc. (LSP)

–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
(1 + 2m + 2 T ) TEG + TEGT

2TP + 8∑ i=1 Ni +2 TEG + 4TEGT
–
–
–
9TEG + TEGT

(16∑

T

)

Ni + 2 TEG
0
(1 + 5 Au ) TEG
i =1

–
–
–
(5 + 2m) TEG
–
0
–

–
–

(

)

T

–

Supporting
Dec. (U)

Dec.
(LSP)

LA

LU

MA

NSTA

–
–
TEGT

–
–
–
–
–
0
–
–
–
–
0

✓

×

×

✓

×

×

×

×

✓

✓

✓

✓

–
8TP + 9TEG + 2TEGT
–

(4 T − 7) TEG + TEGT

(4 Au − 7) TP + (7 Au − 12) TEG + ( T − 2) TEGT

–
0
–
–

–
–
–
TEGT
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Fig. 5 – Computation time analysis of PPLBAC: (a) the impact of number of authorities in setup and attribute key generation
overhead, (b) the impact of number of attributes for each user in attribute key generation and attribute key transformation
overhead, (c) The impact of number of attributes in location key generation, location key transformation, encryption and
decryption overhead.

Java realization for CP-ABE toolkit (Wang, 2013) and uses Java
Pairing-Based Cryptography (JPBC) library (De Caro and Iovino,
2011a, 2011b) (i.e. A Port of the Pairing-Based Cryptography (PBC)
library (Lynn, 2007), to perform the mathematical operations
underlying pairing-based cryptosystems directly in Java). Similar
to (Wang et al., 2015), we use the bilinear map system S N of
composite order n where n = s1s2 p′ q′ , and p′ = q′ = 256 bits .
The implementation makes use of supersingular pairing to
model elliptic curve group over 1024 bits finite field. We assume
two dimensional coordination for the location of the user (i.e.
m = 2), where the location range is fixed at 24 × 24.
Fig. 5 shows the computation time overhead incurred in different phases of the proposed scheme. First, we evaluate the
static computation time overhead imposed by attribute

authorities in setup and key generation phases. Fig. 5a demonstrates the impact of the number of authorities, where each
authority issues five attributes for each user, on the computation time overhead. Fig. 5b shows that the static computation
time overhead on mobile users increases almost linearly while
the number of attributes for each user increases from 2 to 20
(loc and time are two default attributes); in this case, we assume
5 attribute authorities. Fig. 5c illustrates the impact of the
number of attributes in location key generation, location key
transformation, encryption and decryption overhead, where
there are three attribute authorities. We observe that the computation time overhead of key generation (performed by LSP)
is almost constant as the number of attributes increases from
1 to 20. In the first round of encryption, which is performed
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have developed a multi-authority attribute-based access control
scheme to simultaneously support static and dynamic attributes for mobile devices. Moreover, we have provided a way
to outsource the heavy computations from resource-constrained
mobile devices and reduce their computational overhead to
small constant. In the proposed scheme, we transform secret
information received from different authorities. This results in
providing anonymous location-based services for mobile users
and protecting privacy of each user against authorities and CSP.
The security analysis and performance evaluation results show
that our proposed scheme is a promising approach to provide
privacy preserving location-based access control for mobile
cloud.
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